Decentralized systems are distributed systems where each participating node can in principle assume any of the required tasks. Such systems have enjoyed renewed interest in recent years, sparked by the promise of cooperative (peer-to-peer) computing, ad hoc networking and highly resilient network services. However, these application domains present formidable new design challenges. Practical systems must be self-organizing and extend to planetary scale. They must tolerate heterogeneity, dynamic membership and mobility. And, they must provide provable guarantees and consistency despite complex, correlated failures, mutual suspicion, lack of trusted authorities, and selfish or malicious participants. In this talk, I will outline the state-of-the-art in modern decentralized system design, sketch existing and future applications and identify key challenges that remain.
In case traditional parallel programming environments are used, the task of transforming a plain parallel/distributed application into an adaptive one is completely in charge to the application programmers. The programming of adaptation code is not a trivial task, however. Monitoring activities should be set up as further, independent, concurrent activities with respect to normal application workflow. The analysis phase triggered by relevant monitoring events should be carefully programmed to exploit the existing knowledge on parallelism exploitation techniques as well as any kind of clever, effective heuristics available. Planning of the decisions taken at the end of the analysis phase requires to understand and exploit the parallel structure of the application, in particular to devise which are the ``synchronization points'' to be awaited to safely perform the adaptation actions. Planning and execution phases require a deep knowledge of the underlying grid/cluster middleware, to achieve efficiency in the adaptation process.
We claim that when structured parallel programming models are considered, the transformation of plain application code into adaptive code can be fully automatized, instead. Structured parallel programming models provide programmers with a (possibly restricted) set of pre-defined parallelism exploitation patterns that can be instantiated and composed to model the full parallel structure of the application at hand. The predefined parallelism exploitation patterns are implemented using some combination of non-trivial compiler and run time tools. The whole responsibility of parallelism exploitation being in charge of the support tools, rather than of the application programmers, an adaptation manager can be easily added to the support tools once and for all, exploiting the autonomic control strategy mentioned above. In particular, monitoring activities can be implemented in the support tools in the very same way all the other activities needed to efficiently implement the support tools are programmed. The analysis phase may exploit the same knowledge exploited to efficiently implement the predefined parallelism exploitation patterns provided to the programmers.
Eventually, planning and execution phases may capitalize on the knowledge used in the support tools related to the efficient usage of the underlying grid middleware.
Within the GRID.it three-year Italian national research project (http://www.grid.it), we developed a structured parallel programming environment that actually provides grid application programmers with autonomic adaptation capabilities. The ASSIST (http://www.di.unipi.it/Assist.html) programming environment (released as open source under the GNU license) both provides a high level, structured coordination language and a ``manager'' tool and concept. The coordination language can be used to develop efficient parallel applications running on top of Globus grids as well as on top of plain POSIX TCP/IP workstation networks. The ASSIST manager can be invoked providing a ``performance contract''. It automatically controls the behavior of ASSIST applications in such a way they adapt, without any kind of programmer intervention, to the varying grid features while trying to satisfy (best effort) the user supplied performance contract.
Recent results show how automatic adaptation of ASSIST PARMODs (the generic, parametric PARallel MODule parallelism exploitation pattern provided to programmers by ASSIST) can be achieved. It has also been demonstrated how automatic adaptation can be achieved in ASSIST super components (super components are components taking other components as parameters and modeling common parallelism exploitation patterns out of them).
These results are currently being exploited in the framework of the CoreGRID (http://www.coregrid.net) EU Network of Excellence. Within CoreGRID, the Programming model Institute is defining GCM, the Grid Component Model, a component based programming model suitable for programming high performance grid applications. Within GCM, autonomic managers have been recognized as a key concept to succeed delivering the ``non trivial qualities of service'' advocated by Ian Foster in his three-point checklist defining grids.
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Folding@Home: Using Worldwide distributed computing to break fundamental barriers in molecular simulation
Vijay Pande Stanford University, USA Abstract Applications of high performance computing in biology such as computational drug design or simulating protein folding are amongst the most demanding calculations performed today. In general, the goal of this work is to use the laws of physics to rationally understand biological processes at the molecular scale. However, the complexity of these systems renders them extremely computationally demanding. Indeed, the simulation of the folding of a typical protein would take a million to billion days on a typical fast processor. While it is natural to look to new computational paradigms, such as distributed computing, which can yield hundreds of thousands of CPUs, clearly new algorithms would be needed to take advantage of these new computing paradigms. In my talk, I will first lay out the nature of our distributed computing project, Folding@Home, discussing the nature of this somewhat unusual supercomputing platform. Next, I will discuss the challenges faced by this platform and give some examples of new algorithms we have developed to efficiently utilize distributed computing. Finally, I will describe new frontiers and the open algorithmic challenges that we now face.
